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_Cold War anthropology_ is a book we need. Part dogged investigation and part ethics prompt, this book uncovers histories of anthropology most scholars will wish hadn’t happened or secretly wish they didn’t know. Respected figures are cast in dim light. Deceased scholars are brought back to life as villains. Some are witting and some unwitting, to use David Price’s terms, but all are complicit in some sense. If not complicit in willingly producing anthropological knowledge for the national security system, then a complicity in being naïve in not questioning things, in not asking who funds our grant agencies, or in not anticipating how one’s research might be used against the communities in which and with whom scholars work. The sheer inevitability of avoiding the latter might debilitating an anthropologist. Most might try to do their best given these difficulties, as I did in my book on Tibet and the CIA by issuing explicit instructions on how “not” to read it (2010), while others might leave academia altogether, and some might even move from classic fieldwork to a more historical or political approach to the discipline. This is the route David Price has taken, leaving behind his earlier research in Egypt on irrigation systems (1994, 1995). For the last two decades, Price has dedicated his career to a tireless review of the entanglements of anthropology and the US government. The resulting trilogy of books, plus a fourth collection of essays, is a massively detailed and invaluable study and exposé of government involvement in and use of anthropology: Threatening anthropology: The FBI’s surveillance and repression.

US military intelligence shaped anthropology during the Cold War; this is the main argument David Price makes in Cold War anthropology. Although this is a book about American anthropology and the US government, it has implications and warnings for scholarship elsewhere. Indeed, it is easy to imagine a similar book for the United Kingdom and perhaps several other states. The use-value of anthropology is at stake here: we want anthropology to be valuable; we want our books and articles to be consumed; we want our ideas and findings to be useful for others. Yet, “dual-use” in relation to the military-industrial complex is not the sort of use most anthropologists have in mind. In 2016, in the context of the continuing US-led “Global War on Terror,” as well as heightened attention to racialized police violence, many anthropologists have governmental concerns parallel to those anthropologists had during the Vietnam War. “We” disassociate ourselves now from the Army’s Human Terrain System just as many anthropologists did then with Project Camelot. Anthropologists have long hoped their research will be deemed useful and valuable by academic colleagues and by the communities with whom they do their research, rather than simply useful to (or abused by) government or military intelligence agencies. But, is this belief too innocent? David Price suggests it is, painstakingly showing that we are still blind to the political manipulation of our research funding and topics. Yet, it is hard to make definitive assessments about scholarly complicity. In the United States, for example, should we be as suspicious of a scholar with a Peace Corps background or Fulbright funding—both US Department of State initiatives created during the Cold War—as we might be of someone with overt intelligence funding, such as a Boren Fellowship from the National Security Education Program? Reading this book, one cannot help but reflect on one’s own research funding history, querying private foundation funding as well as governmental funding. Practicing an anthropology that is simultaneously aware of the interests of governments and funders, and responsive to the communities to which we work is not easy, and yet there are still paths forward. Funding of one’s own research is one route, but it is not the only one. Issues of transparency and context are also key parts of conducting an ethical anthropology, as is an ethnographic commitment to the study of powerful institutions.

In this symposium on Cold War anthropology, four respondents praise the book and raise questions for it, for the field, and for Price. There is a generational element to their responses, a cache effect from research conducted over the decades, as well as a unanimous turn toward context, that is, toward providing disciplinary as well as historic and political context for the research sensibilities and protocols of any given decade. This supplements but also critiques Cold War anthropology, offering up a way of making sense of why scholars made the decisions they did with the information they had at the time. Laura Nader shares how deeply disputed and personally charged anthropological research felt for her as a graduate student at Harvard in the 1950s and then as a faculty member at Berkeley in the 1960s. In the context of the former Soviet Bloc, Katherine Verdery reflects on the gap between what scholars thought they were doing and how their scholarship might have reproduced the very discourses about state socialism they were hoping to...
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combat. Given the difficulties of research behind the Iron Curtain, she asks, “is it any surprise that we were a bit lazy tracking down the exact sources of those funds and their influence on our profession?” Donna Goldstein’s work in Latin America prompts her to ask how we can look back on the Chagnon-Tierney debate and especially the controversial work of biological anthropologist and geneticist James V. Neel without seeking, in her words, “historical coherence” for their acts, not so that we may absolve such scholars, but to understand and analyze. Turning to the Middle East, Ilana Feldman posits that apolitical “pure research” is not possible; instead, she shows how anthropologists are currently seeking uses for their research beyond the national security state. In addition, in ways perhaps not seen since the Vietnam War, she observes that anthropologists are now “openly debat[ing] the politics of our entanglements, to decide where we stand on those politics, and to act accordingly.”

All four respondents in our symposium are scholars who “study up,” to use Nader’s famous term (1969). Their collective scholarship provides an ethnographic counterpart to Price’s archival work, including Verdery’s research on state socialism and spies (1996, 2014, and with Chari 2009), Feldman’s writings on governmental security, bureaucracy, and humanitarianism (2008, 2015, and with Ticktin 2010), and Goldstein’s work on nuclear scientists during the Cold War (2012, 2014, with Stawkowski 2014), and on contemporary US politics, including in this current issue of Hau (with Hall and Ingram, 2016). Taken together, this is an anthropology of powerful institutions, individuals, and ideas that fleshes out needed political critiques. Several related literatures partner well with Price’s scholarship, offering an ethnographic view to what goes on behind the political scenes: anthropological research with the US military (e.g., Finley 2011; Fitz–Henry 2015; Gill 2004; Gusterson 2007, 2016; Gutmann and Lutz 2010; Lutz 2002; MacLeish 2013; Wool 2015), with nuclear scientists and on security (e.g., Daniel Goldstein 2010; Gusterson 1998; Masco 2006, 2014), and on the Cold War and US empire (e.g., Coronil 1996; Ho 2004; Kim 2016; Kwok 2010; Lutz 2006; McGranahan forthcoming; McGranahan and Collins forthcoming, Schwenkel 2009; Simpson 2014; Stoler 2016; Stoler and Bond 2006; Vine 2011). It may seem redundant or obvious to cite this body of literature here, but in the context of this book symposium, this literature is at the heart of its biggest debate: the ethnographic theorizing of the political.

In her essay “Investigating anthropology’s Cold War histories,” Donna Goldstein critiques Price for the lack of a nuanced theoretical framework in Cold war anthropology. In his response, Price claims that “postmodern” theories cannot account for “recurrent abuses of power.” However, much, if not all, of the literature cited above directly analyzes US political power through the use of various contemporary anthropological theories and approaches—discursive, ethnographic, historical, material, and political—that cannot easily be collapsed under the pejorative of “postmodernism.” Instead, this is powerful, thoughtful scholarship rooted in empirical fieldwork that amplifies the history Price reveals, enabling a situating of this unsavory history as not merely in the past but as something to which we need to continually be vigilant. This is a disciplinary moment to pause and ask in the same manner as Price’s book and Goldstein’s response, how do we continue on? How do we continue with research that presses hard on institutions of power but that does so in ethical and uncompromised ways? Such scholarship requires not
only untainted funding but also the crafting of an ethnographic and historic subjectivity for anthropologists as subjects, as well as for the subjects of anthropology. These are important questions for the discipline, for thinking about method and theory and practice, for advising and training students, and for collectively assessing where we’ve been and where we are going.

In that spirit, and on behalf of the Hau editorial team, I thank our authors for their scholarship toward these goals here and elsewhere.
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